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The difference is volatility is due to higher level of uncertainty involved in non hedged amount. It was still
unclear though how fast customer demand for robust compliance programs would affect the competitive
dynamics. The appendix contains the technical calculations and graph that were necessary to support the
decisions. Osmundsen was convinced that his turnaround strategy and change management process would be
effective. Having brought employees on board, he was planning to relentlessly engage customers, regulators,
and security agencies to drive transformational change within the industry. The company should also evaluate
the economical landscape of any country where it starts to work on because currencies are highly volatile to
the changes in economical factors. There are two types of risks that GM faces in this situation; one is
translation risk and the other one is transaction risk. The country has very poor economic situation with no
reforms and recent devaluation of currency has caused the managers to think over the strategy that should be
followed. In this case where we can easily see that local currency is devaluing with great pace we should look
for a long term strategy. Another option could be the use of long term forex swap. GM would save hedging
costs if they managed to offset exposures in different region. The hedging instrument that should be used by
company is options because it gave better results than forwards can be seen in appendix. This option is quite
feasible for companies who have their investments stuck up in countries from where they cant withdraw the
investment in year or longer periods. Dufey and Sirinvasulu6 argue that consumption bundles are relates to the
investors personally and it should be hedged by the investor directly however any foreign exchange exposure
associated with the business should be the responsibility of the management to take the proper action for
hedging. The options were more profitable to the firm that has been recommended. As a result of these
investment, GM investments in Japan is exposed to translation exposure. S dollar. Corporate hedging policy
does exist in this regard however there are two special cases that were addressed in the case study. GM had
transaction exposure to the Japanese yen as it issued Yen-dominated bonds, and had Yen-dominated loan. GM
basically changed its hedging policy and passive approach replaced active one due to minimize the resources
deployed for managing FX risks and for cost effectiveness purposes as well. It is usually used where company
is not interested in gains rather pure hedging. Translation risks should also be discussed and impact of them on
income statement should be estimated. The matters require special consideration as the existing policy is not
very much appropriate to these two matters. Despite operations in Argentina leave GM sensitive to the
economic and political situation in Argentina, the potential devaluation in ARS would bring a commercial
advantage to GM. View Details. Options Spot Rates 1. Since the U. Alternative strategies can also be used by
netting off the amount or using futures however for that managements time will be an issue. The company is
looking at different hedging strategies to mitigate the risks and dealing with the matter exceptionally from the
companys policy. The main disadvantage is that it is a binding contract so company cant take advantage of
favorable movements. S dollar is the functional and operating currency of GM- Canada, it is not subject to
translation exposure although it is subject to transaction exposure and will be discussed below. The company
should make it centralized fully and try to net-off the amounts and should created best possible profitable
results according to USD not local currencies. The Argentinean government is facing significant financial
problems which throws doubts on its default. Hedging commercial exposure aimed to address the cash flow
risk associated with the day to day operations such as receiving cash from sales and paying to suppliers.


